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Den of thieves review parents guide

DEN OF THIEVES (2018) (Gerard Butler, Pablo Schreiber) (R) KVIK TUCK: Action: An elite but unorthodox sheriff's department team is trying to stop a group of highly skilled ex-soldiers and criminals from pulling off yet another heist without realizing they're targeting the Federal Reserve in Los Angeles.
PLOT: Big Nick O'Brien (GERARD BUTLER) is the leader of an elite sheriff's department team that is trying to figure out who is responsible for some of the undecided heists in Los Angeles. He and his small team are good at what they do, but ruffle feathers along the way because of their unorthodox
means and rough ways. Their goal is a team of ex-soldiers and criminals led by Ray Merriman (PABLO SCHREIBER), which has a bigger purpose in mind than just ordinary banks. With the help of team members who include the likes of Anson Levoux (CURTIS 50 CENT JACKSON) and the bartender
became new to once-recreational driver Donnie Wilson (O'SHEA JACKSON JR.), among other things, they've already targeted the Federal Reserve and the fact that every day $30 million is taken out of circulation and destroyed. Using their skills and a lot of careful planning, they set out to pull an unlikely
heist of that cash, all while Nick and his team, unaware of their purpose, try to catch them in the act. If they're in hard-hitting, action-filled movies about cops fighting criminals, they probably will. WHY MPAA RATED IT: R For violence, language and some sexuality/nudity. To continue reading the review
and all the very detailed, scene-by-scene lists of sex, nudity, profanity, violence and more (15 categories): or just $7.95/month or $47/year I've subscribed to ScreenIt for over a decade. I check every week to take advantage of their amazing services. Not only did their site provide an idea of exactly what
the content of the film offers, I found our take reviews and ratings for each film to be right on the money every time. I referred dozens of friends to this service because my resource #1 to decide whether to show a movie to my children, or see one yourself, ScreenIt.com! Josh Nisbet Director, CA Public
Sector I signed up to get Screen It weekly reviews a long time ago when my kids were young and I wanted to know more about the movies before we went to the theater or rented. Now one child is in law school, the other is in a bachelor's degree, and I still read the weekly Screen Its! It helps me know
what my husband and I want to see or rent and what to wait at home that we will all enjoy when my kids get home. I will be on the screens of it reviews. They usually just present the facts and let me decide if the film is appropriate or of interest to my family and me. Thanks for providing this service, Screen
It! Patti Petrie Winston Salem, North Carolina there are 4 children who are currently in college. I signed up for Screen It when my kids were pre-teens. Often my children would ask to watch a movie with a friend, and I wish I View the film before you get permission. A friend told me about ScreenIt.com and
I found him next to the best thing to watch the movie. The amount of violence, sexual content, or language has always been a problem for me and my husband as we raised innocent children with morals. We constantly struggled with peer pressure that our children were getting to watch movies that we
thought were questionable. With the evidence we got on Screen It, our kids couldn't even fight us when we felt the film might have been inappropriate for them to watch. Thank you, Screen It. Continue to make this useful service accessible to all but especially young parents. Christine Doherty of
Machesney Park, IL Screenit.com is an amazing resource for parents, educators, church groups or those who want to make an informed decision about whether the film is suitable for their viewing. Reviews and descriptions of the content are so detailed, I'm puzzled by how reviewers can put them
together. Scott Heath Vancouver, British Columbia I love the screen it is! I don't know what I would have done without him. It's well worth the membership. Before we take our son to the movies we check him on the screen of him first. Thank you so much for that. Keep up the good work and keep them
coming!!! Patrina Streety of Moreno Valley California Other new and recent reviews include: Privacy Statement and Terms of Use and Disclaimer by entering this site you recognize that you have read and agreed to the above terms. All rights are protected, ©1996-2020 Screen It, Inc. If you're interested in
authentic, thought-provoking art (sometimes punctuated by shooting) is a good move. Characters are complex, if not dynamic. Bank robbers, who refuse to shoot civilians committed to each other and to duty, contrast with the cops who are brutal and personally morally challenged: It's a great film to draw
a teenager blooming critical thinking. It's also fun to watch. Report this review to Page 2 If you want to show where cops are always good guys, network TV is the place for you. If you're interested in authentic, thought-provoking art (sometimes punctuated by shooting) is a good move. Characters are
complex, if not dynamic. Bank robbers, who refuse to shoot civilians committed to each other and to duty, contrast with the cops who are brutal and personally morally challenged: It's a great film to draw a teenager blooming critical thinking. It's also fun to watch. Report this review Of All Critics (136) Best
Critics (22) Fresh (57) Rotten (79) View all critical reviews (136) Please note: We have not watched this film. The following information is based on data collected by government and industry film classification agencies in various global regions. Why is Den Thieves rated R? Den Thieves is rated R MPAA
for violence, language and some sexuality/nudity. Violence: - Frequent non-graphic graphic - Brief explicit violence. - Several scenes of violence depicting weapons, bodily harm and physical violence. - Frequent depictions of gun violence in the context of a crime, with blood and some details. - Infrequent
images of weapons and violence from hand to hand in the context of the crime, with blood and some details. - Sometimes grief and disturbing scenes. Bullying. Sexual content: - Two cases of sexual language. - Two nudity scenes depicting breasts and/or buttocks in sexual and non-sexual contexts. -
Sexual references and innuendo. Profanity: Approximately 170 cases of coarse language, including: - Frequent use of sexual expletive and variation, some in aggressive or sexual contexts. - Frequent use of scatological slang. - Infrequent use of curses, profanity and vulgar expressions. Insults. Alcohol
and drug use: - Tobacco use. Drinking alcohol. The last update page is April 24, 2018 Read more about the Federal Reserve Bank, the U.S. Government Bank that helps keep the U.S. economy stable. From the studio: A gritty Los Angeles crime saga that follows the intersecting and often personally
connected lives of the elite Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department unit and the state's most successful robbery crew as criminals plan a seemingly impossible heist of the Federal Reserve Bank in downtown Los Angeles. Written by STXfilms Cast and Crew Den of Thieves director Christian Goodegast
and stars Gerard Butler, Pablo Schreiber, Sonia Balmors. Den of Thieves releases home video (Blu-ray and DVD- Digital) on April 24, 2018. Bonus features include: Alternative Ending. Alpha Males - The cast describes how the tough characters in the film blur the lines between the good guys and the bad
guys. In den - Director Christian Gudegast and the actors describe the two fraternities in the film, renegades and criminals, and their unique skill sets. Alameda Corridor - The actors and director discuss shooting the intense scene that takes place on the streets of Los Angeles, and the extensive training of
the weapon it took to film it. - Outtakes and Deleted Scenes - Audio comments with director Christian Gudegast and producer Tucker Towley Arey Related home video titles: Gerard Butler has played tough guys before (like Reign of Fire), but family viewers can appreciate his softer side as seen on Nim
Island, How to Nail the Dragon and Chase Mavericks promotes the idea that masculinity is based on bodybuilding, swagger, and shoving people around. Tries to suggest that it is irreverent and cool. Objectification of women. One of the 50 coolest websites... They're just saying how it is - TIME Den
Thieves (en) 2018 R - 5.7.10 LA County Major Crime Task Force hopes to thwart a daring robbery planned at the Federal Reserve Bank with army training. With Gerard Butler, Jordan Bridges, Pablo Schreiber, Evan Jones, Dawn Olivieri, O'Shea Jackson Jr., 50 Cent, Cooper Andrews, Sonia Sonia Eric
Braeden, Brian Van Holt and Maurice Compte. Directed by Christian Goodegast. One line of dialogue is spoken in German without translation or subtitles. SEX/NUDITY 5 - A fully runs around the room and we see her bare breasts, buttocks, stomach, back and legs briefly. The strip club is shown with
scantily clad dancers on the bar and stage (visible bare buttocks, necklines and bellies); One dancer makes a wide split to the man sitting and watching her (we see her hips up to her hips and her clad crotch) and the dancer bends down to talk to the man and we see part of her bare side chest. A man
and a woman lie in bed together; The man is bare-chested and we see his bare chest and stomach when she wears a tank op that shows her bare shoulders and upper back. A woman waiting for the prisoner's release from prison waits outside in a slinky sweater and jeans that accentuate her figure. Wait
for the staff at the bar to wear off-the-shoulder tops that show bare shoulders, upper chests and cleavage along with short skirts that show bare legs to the upper thighs. Several women sitting around men in a hotel room wear tight, low-cut dresses that show necklines, bra tops and straps, shoulders and
backs. A teenage girl wears a dress with cut-outs on her shoulder, while a woman wears a deeply cut dress that shows bare shoulders, cleavage, upper abdomen and bare back to the hips. We see a photo of the body of a woman in a bikini hanging on a man's desk, with a photo of a man stuck on her
neck (visible cleavage, bare belly and legs). The man is shown shirtless and we see his bare shoulders, chest and stomach. A man asks a bartender if he gets a lot of sex (using rude terms) from working in a bar; and the man says he will have sex with him (then he says he is joking). We see a neon sign
on the building with the inscription Hustler Casino. The wife says to her husband: You smell like a stripper. The wife reveals a sexually suggestive text he mistakenly sent to her instead of the woman he had apparently been with the night before. One woman flirts with a man delivering food. A man makes
a sexually suggestive remark in a restaurant. The review continues below... VIOLENCE/GORE 7 - There is an extended shootout between police and robbers among the cars stopped in traffic: we see vehicles being shot and many police officers and robbers killed or killed (bloody jerks and splashes, and
we see men dying in pools of blood on the ground). An armoured vehicle stops at a fast food restaurant and two security guards leave the car with one remaining in the driver's seat; several armed men surround the car, one man drills through the windshield and pulls it out of the car, one guard reaches for
the gun and is shot (blood splashing), the driver of the car is shot and the other guard from the back and killed as the police arrives and a lot of gunfights, leaving all the guards and many of the cops dead, with bloody bloody Shown. Many armed men move into the bank and shout for customers and staff
to kneel and turn their mobile phones over when they tie their hands and stretch the bag on their heads; A woman is taken out of the room, and we hear a gunshot indicating that she was killed. Explosives blow out the bank's windows during a robbery. A man wraps his arm around another person's throat
and squeezes; the attacker spits and coughs when he is released. The man punches another man in the stomach and he falls to the floor coughing; first the man then puts the gun in the other person's eyes and questions it. The man punches another man in the car and punches him in the face, knocking
him out. The man grabs another man's crotch and slaps him in the face several times during questioning him. The man tries to intimidate another man by putting his hand in the shape of a gun and threatening him if he ever touches his young daughters. The man winces and spins around as the other man
tries to push him out of his home. Police grab the man from the street and put him in a truck where they hit him several times (we see his bloody face and mouth) before handcuffing him. The robber threatens to kill the hostages if the demands are not met. Many robbers and police officers are armed in
preparation for the robbery. A man accelerates in a car as a demonstration of his driving ability; It shrinks between two moving trucks and squeals to a halt. Two men take a targeted practice, discharged a lot of loud shots at the shooting range. There are a few tense moments of men almost discovered or
caught in several scenes. The husband and his wife argue and she pushes and beats him as he tries to prevent her from leaving. Two men bitterly argue in several scenes and push each other during one dispute. The man says, Now we're cop killers. We hear that four officers were killed and six were
wounded in a shootout during the robbery. The man said another man was struck in the femoral artery and done. We read that bank robberies happen very often in Los Angeles. Two men argue about whether a vegetarian or a vegetarian. The man says: Free lips sink ships. The man says, We're just
shooting at you. Less paperwork. Several people are discussing the Federal Reserve Bank and that there have been 53 failed robberies. A man with a room free of other large and menacing-looking men speaks to a teenage boy about being responsible for the safety of his teenage daughter for the
evening and intimidating him with threats of bodily harm. We see blood on wounds on corpses and condensed on the ground next to them, as well as on a box of doughnuts (a man takes a doughnut and eats it; we don't see blood on the doughnut). We see a picture of a dead man with autopsy scars on
his chest. A man spits in a trash can, and we see the soy. The man spits on the ground and we see the drooling. A man wakes up in a strange place after being and dismayed that his pants are wet; the other person tells him it's ok (he was tasered). Man puts wads of paper money in filled with water, and
one explodes releasing red dye into the water. A man eats food from another person's plate. One woman spits a sip of food in a napkin, implying that everything went wrong. The review continues below... LANGUAGE 10 - About 112 F-words and its derivatives, 1 F-word euphemism (F-Bomb), 2 sexually
suggestive observations, 29 scatological terms, 14 anatomical terms, 6 soft obscenities, 4 derogatory terms for African-Americans, 1 pejorative term for gays, naming (shadow cat, blunt, gangster, fat, agro, rough, spectacle, Uncle Tom, beast, chicken), exclamations (shut up, my God), 1 religious profanity
(GD), 3 religious exclamations (Jesus Christ). The review continues below... SUBSTANCE USE - Men and women sitting in a bar are shown with cocktails and beer, and some of them are drinking, men and women in the bar drinking alcohol, a few people drinking whiskey and beer in a hotel room, people
drinking wine and beer in a restaurant, a man drinking from another male glass of wine, and two men in a bar drinking beer. A man smokes cigarettes in several scenes throughout the film (outside, in a bar and in a hotel room), several people smoke cigarettes in a hotel room, a man smokes while
standing on the beach, a man smokes at a shooting range, and a man tells another person that he should quit. The review continues below... DISCUSSION TOPICS - Bank robbery, cops against robbers, rogue cops, family, parenting, divorce. MESSAGE - Bank robbery is a dangerous enterprise. Keep in
mind that while we do our best to avoid spoilers it is impossible to hide all the details, and some of them can reveal important elements of the plot. We've gone through a few editorial changes since we started covering movies in 1992 and the old reviews aren't as complete and accurate as the last ones;
We plan to review and fix old reviews as resources and time allows. Our ratings and reviews are based on theatrically-released versions of films; On the video is often unrated, Special, Director Cut or Advanced version, (usually accurately labeled, but sometimes incorrect) released, which contain
additional content that we do not review. We are a fully independent website with no links to political, religious or other groups - we neither ask nor choose advertisers. You can help us maintain our independence with a donation. Become a member of our premium site for just $2/month and get upfront
reviews, no ads, none, never. And you will help support our website and our efforts. We welcome suggestions and criticism - and we accept compliments too. While we read all the emails and try to reply, we don't always manage to do so; Rest assured that we will not share your email address. We are a
fully independent website with no links to political, religious or groups -- we neither ask nor choose advertisers. You can help us maintain our independence with a donation. Become a member of our premium site for just $2/month $2/month reviews, with no ads, none, ever. And you will help support our
website and our efforts. We welcome suggestions and criticism - and we'll take compliments too. While we read all the emails and try to reply, we don't always manage to do so; Rest assured that we will not share your email address. Address.
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